DOT Map of Southern NYS 1983
Orange and Rockland Co. 1859 - French, Wood and Beers (4 copies)
County and Township Map - NYC 1915
Farm Map - Town of New Windsor and Cornwall 1864 Surveyed and Drawn by James Hughes
Pictorial Map of U.S. 1853
Public Works Administration Map USA No Date
Air Raid Wardens Map of Goshen Village 1942
NYS Map showing the adjoining portions of New England, New Jersey, Pennsylvania-with their internal improvements - 1857 (in bad shape)
Aerial Map of Goshen (no date) (after the quickway)
Map of reservoir - Goshen Water Works – 1872
Farm Map - Town of Goshen 1861 - Hughes (4 copies) (in poor shape)
Map of Orange County - 1850 - J.C. Sidney
Berdell - 1867 map
Farm Map - Warwick - 1863 - Hughes (in poor shape)
Survey for estate of George Conklin (Goshen) 1915 - Knight & Bush (1 of 3 prints)
Drowned Lands - cl933 from map of Mrs. Wood - (good)
A.S Murray Estate - Goshen, Wawayanda & Warwick adjacent to Drowned Lands - 1908 - Knight (good)
Map of Village of Goshen in 2 sections from 1903 atlas
New York State Map - 1982 – DOT
Farm Map - Town of Crawford - 1863 - (in poor shape)